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Abstract

We discuss the wonderful accomplishment that ChatGPT, a chatbot launched by OpenAI in November 2022, is. We connect this milestone to previous research, which suggests that language is but the first step towards creating Artificial Intelligence (AI). We list several steps to help all of us, with specific pointers related to ChatGPT, get to the next level in creating Artificial Intelligence (AI). We point out that OpenAI may not be as open as it sounds. As closed as OpenAI might be, their creation ChatGPT is undoubtedly an inspiration bound to evoke feelings of true love at first chat.

We highlight the principal requirement for all intelligent systems, including ChatGPT, which is the inclusion of the principle of inclusion. We suggest subject classification codes and headings, which are to be included in various disciplines as artificial as they are, aimed at incorporating the principle of inclusion and the creation of "The Universal Identity". We look at several crucial pedagogical possibilities, both for ChatGPT and the rest of us. We also have a discussion of the many concerns people have, about improvements in AI making jobs redundant, and why there might be a positive side to it.

We mathematically prove that taking the first step equals making infinite progress, in this quest for AI and everything else. We discuss computer code generation by computers and why computers are more naturally suited for writing computer programs. We describe reasons why the Turing Test is irrelevant in gauging intelligence. It is very likely that our pursuit of AI might be misleading. Intelligence could be an unintended consequence of curiosity left to roam free, best exemplified by a frolicking infant. This suggests that our attempts at AI could have been misguided. What we actually need to strive for can be termed artificial curiosity, AC, and intelligence happens as a consequence of those efforts.

We conclude with a conundrum, which should not really be that much of a challenge since it is a no brainer that needs no intelligence, as to what it is that we really want: Artificial Intelligence or Real Consciousness. And once we start to search for real consciousness, another unintended yet welcome consequence might be that, we will find pure happiness. There is nothing artificial about the path to absolute happiness, it is very authentic and well within reach.
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